
Planning Committee Meeting 
Minutes 

**Joint Session – OC/PC:  March 7, 2017 | 10:00am – 12:00pm (EST)** 
March 7, 2017 | 1:00 – 5:00pm (EST) 
March 8, 2017 | 8:00am – 12:00pm (EST) 

Ritz-Carlton Buckhead 
3434 Peachtree Road 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
(404) 237-2700

Administrative Items and Committee Updates 

1. Administrative
1:00 – 1:15pm

a. Introductions and Chair’s Opening Remarks – David Weaver, PC Chair

David Weaver, PC Chair invited the members to bring emerging issues to the committee.  He also announced
this would be his last meeting.

b. Arrangements and Safety Briefing – Ritz-Carlton Buckhead Staff

c. NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines and Public Announcement – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary

d. Announcement of Quorum – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary

e. Consent Agenda – David Weaver, PC Chair

i. December 13-14, 2016 Draft Meeting Minutes

ii. March 7-8, 2017 Draft Meeting Agenda

Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary noted that one member provided minor comments and those would be
incorporated.

**Approved – Motion for Approval:  Dale Burmester (RRO-MRO) 

2. Committee Updates
1:15 – 2:00pm

a. February NERC Board of Trustees Meeting Update* – Brian Evans-Mongeon, PC Vice Chair

Brian provided an update from the February meeting, including a change in the Chair and Vice Chair of the
board, as well as a new member who joined.  Roy Thilly will take over as the new Chair.

The Board also adopted some new Reliability Standards and accepted/approved the DER report.  Finally, the
Board continued the discussion related to the ERO Strategic Goals and RISC’s efforts in identifying strategic
goals.  Brian announced that there will be RISC Leadership Summit on March 21st in Washington, DC.

b. February SCCG Meeting Update – John Moura, NERC
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John Moura, NERC discussed the Standing Committee Coordinating Group (SCCG) as a group that was 
relevant about five years ago, and is now being restarted as a means to ensure appropriate levels of 
coordination between all NERC’s Standing Committees.  John announced that the SCCG discussed the 
upcoming MOU between NERC and Mexico.  The group also examines agenda items for the joint meetings; 
there’s interest in continuing to have cross-cutting agenda items. 

c. Review 2017-Q1 PC Work Plan – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary 

Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary presented the Work Plan and encouraged members to periodically review 
the Work Plan, which will continue to be updated on a quarterly basis. 

d. Future Meetings – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary 

i. June 6-7, 2017 | San Diego, CA 

e. Committee Subgroup Leadership Changes – David Weaver, PC Chair 

i. Transmission Availability Data System Working Group (TADSWG) 

Jeff Schaller (Exiting Chair) 

Kurt Weisman (New Chair) 

Brian Starling (New Vice-Chair) 

ii. Probabilistic Assessment Working Group (PAWG) 

Matt Elkins (Nominated Chair) 

Josh Collins (Nominated Vice-Chair) 

iii. Methods for Establishing IROLs Task Force (MEITF) 

Wayne Guttormson, Hari Singh (PC Liaisons) 

f. Election Process and Request for Nominations – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary 

Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary reviewed a proposed process for the upcoming election in June.  This 
includes the creation of a nominating committee to identify and review potential candidates. 

 
Committee Business 
1. Essential Reliability Services:  Distributed Energy Resources (DER) | Update 

Brian Evans-Mongeon, ERSWG Co-Chair, presented on the 2017 work scope related to DER efforts, the timeline, 
and general discussion on activities planned for the upcoming year.  Outline direction of the DER-related 
activities for 2017.  On February 9, 2017, the NERC Board accepted the 2016 DER Report and approved the 
recommendations as identified in the Report.  With the approval of this report, the PC was also presented with 
an updated ERSWG scope and a vote to disband the Distributed Energy Resources Task Force (DERTF).  
Ultimately, Brian noted that a lot of the ERSWG efforts will also eventually flow into other existing PC 
subgroups, including the RAS, PAS, etc. 

 
Carl Turner (Transmission Dependent Utility):  wanted to ensure efforts align and ensure that the efforts of the 
DERTF/ERSWG do not continue onward like the IVGTF did.  It’s important to ensure the handoff occurs to other PC 
subgroups.  Specifically, ensuring all measures are transitioned appropriately. 
 
Action: Motion to disband the Distributed Energy Resources Task Force (DERTF):  Phil Fedora (RRO-NPCC) 
**Approved 
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Action:  Motion to approve updated ERSWG scope:  Carl Turner (Transmission Dependent Utility) 
**Approved  

 
 
2. Reliability Guideline:  Forced Oscillations | Approval to Post Draft for Comment 

Ryan Quint, NERC presented a draft guideline on forced oscillations that include fundamentals of oscillations.  
The guideline was developed by the SMS and serves as a framework for identifying, analyzing, and mitigating 
forced oscillations, and a number of examples of these oscillations from across North America. The SMS is 
seeking approval to post for 45-day comment period. A video of a forced oscillation in the Eastern 
Interconnection was also be shown. 

 
Carl Turner (Transmission Dependent Utility):  concerned that the draft guideline was not included in the meeting 
agenda. 
 
Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary noted that the draft guideline would be distributed via email to the committee. 
 
Action: Motion for posting of the draft Reliability Guideline:  Dale Burmester (RRO-MRO) 
**Approved 

 
3. Reliability Guideline:  Developing Load Model Composition Data | Final Approval 

Ryan Quint, NERC reviewed this guideline that was intended to provide Transmission Planners (TPs) and 
Transmission Owners (TOs) with technical guidelines and reference material for developing reasonable and 
suitable load composition data for dynamic load models used in stability simulations. This guideline focuses 
primarily on the load composition aspect of dynamic load modeling, and also describes some aspects of dynamic 
load modeling such as motor performance, protection modeling, or performing sensitivity studies. It is meant to 
provide insights and examples of how to develop load model composition data from various data sources, 
classify that data, and convert that information into suitable load model parameter values.  The draft guideline 
was posted for a 45-day industry comment period; no comments were submitted and now the final version has 
been brought back to the committee for a final approval vote.  The only changes since the draft are a result of 
NERC’s Technical Publications review. 

 
Action: Motion for final approval of the Reliability Guideline:  Gary Brownfield (Investor-Owned Utility). 
**Approved 

 
4. SW Outage Report:  Recommendation 16 – Data Change Management | Approval 

Amir Najafzadeh, NERC reviewed the Data Change Management Processes for RTCA and Planning Models 
(Southwest Outage Recommendation 16). Recommendation 16 reads: “[Western Electricity Coordinating 
Council] WECC should ensure consistencies in model parameters between its planning model and its RTCA model 
and should review all model parameters on a consistent basis to make sure discrepancies do not occur”. MWG 
and the Regional staff in response to Planning Committee’s request drafted a report addressing areas such as; 
review of applicable NERC standards to data change management, and current Regional and registered entities 
practices. The report includes industry best practices, and identifies gaps in data change management processes 
along with recommended practices.  The report was sent to the PC for a 30-day comment period.  Two 
comments were received and resolved. 

 
Action: Motion to approve the report:  Carl Turner (Transmission Dependent Utility) 
**Approved 
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5. Reliability Assessment Subcommittee (RAS) | Update 

Phil Fedora, RAS Chair provided an overview of RAS activities, including the 2017 LTRA data request and 
schedule; 2017 Summer Reliability Assessment data request; status and overview of the PAWG work plan; 
Reliability Assessment Guidebook status; and April RAS meeting preview. 
 

6. Probabilistic Assessment Working Group (PAWG) | Update and Approval of 2016 Probabilistic Assessment 
Report 
Noha Abdel-Karim, NERC presented on the related activities of the recently established PAWG.  Additionally, 
Noha reviewed the 2016 Probabilistic Report, which provides probabilistic reliability metrics, Loss of Load Hours 
(LOLH) and Expected Unserved Energy (EUE) for each assessment area and builds on the deterministic reserve 
margin metric.  The high level indices were originally included in the 2016 Long-Term Reliability Assessment that 
was approved by the PC in November 2016. 

 
Action: Motion to approve the 2016 Probabilistic Assessment Report:  Phil Fedora (RRO-NPCC) 
**Approved 

 
7. Performance Analysis Subcommittee (PAS) | Propose Retirement of Reliability Metric 10 and Review Scope 

Updates 
Paul Kure, PAS Chair, reviewed scope updates to the PAS and the three working groups (GADSWG, TADSWG, 
and DADSWG) that report to the PAS.  He explained the proposed updates and how they align with the PC 
Charter.  He also presented on the reasoning behind the proposal to retire metric 10 (transmission constraint 
metric). 

 
Action: Motion to approve updated scopes for the PAS, GADSWG, TADSWG, and DADSWG:  Phil Fedora (RRO-
NPCC) 
**Approved 
 
Carl Turner:  recommended exploring other metrics to measure transmission.  Vote delayed until other 
transmission-related metrics were examined. 
 
Paul Kure, PAS Chair:  reviewed the other metrics used to measure transmission adequacy, noting that M-10 was 
the only one that addressed transmission planning. 
 
Brad Woods (TRE): suggested modifying the metric. 
 
Anders Johnson:  suggested that having a RAS may actually make the system more reliable. 
 
Action: Motion to retire Reliability Metric 10:  Carl Turner (Transmission Dependent Utility) 
**Approved  (Cezar Panait abstained) 

 
8. North American Transmission Forum | Update 

Ken Keels, NATF reported on modeling and planning activities underway at NATF, current and pending reference 
documents published for open distribution, and preview of June 2017 joint NATF-NERC Modeling Workshop.  He 
highlighted the need to ensure NERC and NATF is avoiding any duplicative efforts and are aligned in prioritizing 
and addressing risks. 
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Brian Evans-Mongeon, PC Vice Chair:  Is there a reason why NATF is able to provide compliance guidance and is 
potentially favored over other organizations? 
 
John Moura, NERC:  the issue of industry input on compliance guidance has been in discussion for some time.  This 
started several years ago with CANS, but ultimately, the industry is charged with writing its own guidance.  John 
noted that it’s not just NATF, but 15-20 other organization were also designated as prequalified organizations to 
provide input.  There’s a vetting process for authorized submitters.  The prequalified list is available on the NERC 
website.  This was a NERC Board-approved process. 
 
Christine Ericson, Illinois Commerce Commission:  Where do you receive funding?  Is DOE involved?  Do you 
develop your own models? 
 
Ken Keels, NATF:  NATF does not develop models, but focuses on best practices and references documents.  NATF 
is funded by members to support all activities. 
 
David Weaver, PC Chair:  recommended continued engagement of NATF in the PC/OC/CIPC to continue the 
coordination. 
 
Ken Keels, NATF:  NATF wants to continue the engagement by having line of sight of the PC/OC/CIPC work plans, 
strategic plans, etc. 

 
9. Power Plant Modeling & Verification Task Force (PPMVTF) | Update 

Ryan Quint, NERC provided an overview of recent PPMVTF activities and work underway to develop guidelines 
and/or Implementation Guidance related to the relevant NERC MOD standards. 

 
10. Geomagnetic Disturbance Task Force (GMDTF) | Update 

Ken Donohoo, GMDTF Chair provided an update on will include the latest on the efforts of the task force in 
response to FERC Order 830.   The presentation will also include a timeline and consideration for PC 
involvement.  The research plan must be filed with FERC by May 29, 2017.  After it’s submitted, there is a 3-year 
timeframe to complete the project. 
 

11. System Analysis and Modeling Subcommittee (SAMS) | Update 
Michael Lombardi, SAMS Chair presented on the latest efforts by SAMS, including the joint NATF/SAMS 
modeling workshop and the development and issuance of an approved model list. 
 

12. PCPMTF Technical Reference Document | Present Final Draft for Initial PC Review 
Mohamed Osman, NERC provided an overview of a recently released draft technical reference document is 
intended to provide technical reference material for Plant-level Control and Protection Modeling. This document 
focuses on studying the effects of plant-level, turbine, and boiler control and protection systems on power 
system stability. The report outlines the impacts on system stability during grid disturbances. Eventually lead to 
development of models and modeling practices sufficient to capture the critical control functions. 

 
Action:  The technical reference document will be sent to the committee for a 30-day review period. 
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13. Emerging Issues – Planning Committee Perspectives 

Committee Members are asked to present on the latest reliability initiatives for 2017 and beyond.  Identified 
issues include: 
 
1. Discussion of the Trump Administration’s promised changes in U.S. Energy Policy to ease access to domestic 
energy resources and reduce EPA regulations on the energy industry: 
Is it likely that the fuel mix for generators will be affected in the near-term or the long term? 
If so, what changes in sensitivity studies should the NERC Regions now consider in their resource planning? 
Retirement of coal fleet; retirement of older gas units; momentum of new Renewables (solar, wind); momentum 
of new nuclear; momentum of new gas; momentum of new coal; state and provincial RPS. Discussion led toward 
integration of more technology like DC transmission. GE offered to share learnings on what they have 
experienced addressing on damping control interaction. Other somewhat related topic discussion included 
opportunity for industry guidance on mitigating extreme events and thresholds for resilience. Suggestion to 
engage with other industry, e.g. auto, to better understand load needs and characteristics moving forward. 
 
 
2. Accelerated Nuclear Retirements:  This is called for by the RISC Near-Term Recommendation for Mitigating 
the Resource Adequacy and Performance Risk Number 4.  This is an issue that now is being faced in a number of 
regions.  Although the risk of early retirement of nuclear plants for economic reasons is not the same in all 
regions, a number of regions are facing this as a potential issue now.  Last year saw announcements of plant 
retirements in California, Illinois, Michigan, Massachusetts, New York, and Nebraska, and although state 
legislation has resulted in some of those decisions being reversed, plants in other states face the same pressures.  
It is important that NERC get ahead of this issue and perform an assessment to determine the impact of nuclear 
plants retiring in the near future, including what effect that will have on generation adequacy, essential 
reliability services, compliance with environmental rules and fuel diversity. The Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) 
could assist NERC in providing information. 
 
 
John Moura, NERC:  we strive to be resource-neutral.  With nuclear, NERC needs to be careful about how to craft 
the message with regard to nuclear retirements and the interplay with economics.   
 
Carl Turner, Transmission-Dependent Utility:  NERC should focus on a more uniform approach for addressing 
retiring resources. 
 
Phil Fedora, RRO-NPCC:  it’s important to assess the topic by examining the age of a nuclear unit.  This would 
help remove the economic concern. 
 
John Moura, NERC:  age is a good approach, but we’ve seen smaller units that are retiring, where age isn’t 
necessarily the issue.  The economics sometimes don’t work out, despite the age of the unit.  If nuclear is paid 
for providing certain services, these units might be more economic.  The same could apply for coal plants and 
other conventional units.   
 
Brian Evans-Mongeon:  with the continued ERS work, emerging technologies and other issues may lead to other 
impacts on voltage, ramping, etc.  Perhaps the retirement of certain resources may introduce more building 
blocks that haven’t yet been captured.  So we should continue to monitor the resource mixes in various areas 
and look for other reliability indicators. 
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Carl Turner, Transmission Dependent Utility:  NERC should consider monitoring the system.  He also expressed 
concern about recommending compensating for certain services.   
 
Mark Ahlstrom:  Economics and reliability are indeed intertwined.  There are mechanisms that can be utilized 
but we need to instead identify what’s needed for reliability, without getting into the market implications. 
 
Study could focus on states where political winds challenge nuclear the most. 
 
3. Capacity Value for Generation with Non-firm Fuel:  This is called for by the RISC Near-Term 
Recommendation for Mitigating the Resource Adequacy and Performance Risk Number 7.  An assessment would 
be important for those entities that engage in planning for resource adequacy to understand the risks of fuel 
availability due to a common mode event.  While there may be several strategies for reliability entities and 
generation operators to deal with non-firm fuel (both supply and transportation), including dual fuel capabilities 
and penalties for non-performance, an assessment as to whether such strategies (and others) are effective in 
maintaining levels of adequacy work.  For example, there may be limits to secondary fuel supplies both as to the 
amount of supply and environmental limitations on run hours.  Reliance on non-firm fuel may expose many 
generators to the same event possibly overstating the level of adequacy shown in the planning analysis.  NERC is 
performing another assessment related to natural gas this year (Single Point of Disruption), however with the 
increasing amount of gas generation, an assessment on this subject is called for in the near term.  Planning 
entities and policy makers could benefit by a neutral reliability assessment by NERC. 
 
Darryl Lawrence, Small End-Use Electricity Customer:  when you do a deeper dive of the customers on 
interruptible, they may as well be Firm, because they rarely get interrupted.  So what is the level of analysis to 
understand if there is a real risk of these non-Firm customers being interrupted? 
 
Wayne Guttormson, Federal/Provincial:  has NERC identified how many resources are firm vs. non-firm? 
 
John Moura, NERC:  it’s about 40% firm, 60% non-Firm.  If I could do some analysis, I would examine units that 
have been interrupted in the past 3 years.  ISO-NE for example, knows that a certain percentage of their fleet 
will not show-up during the peak.  So perhaps ISO-NE should not be counting on all that capacity in their 
planning margins. 
 
Vince Ordax, RRO-FRCC:  it’s not always easy to identify Firm vs. non-Firm on a unit by unit basis. 
 
Layne Brown, RRO-WECC:  not all non-Firm/Firm is the same.  During a force majeure, Firm vs. non-Firm does 
not matter. 
 
4. Future of work on DERs:  With various FERC market initiatives, the RTOs/ISOs may end up with different 
data, metering and interconnection requirements. NERC guidelines might be helpful. 
 
5. FERC Docket RM-17-8, Proposed Reforms for Large Generator Interconnection:  FERC has been collecting 
input from GOs, TOs, RTOs, and others concerning issues associated with the generator interconnection process. 
FERC held an open panel discussion to collect input on May 13th of last year. Following that, FERC requested 
additional input from interested parties before issuing their proposed rule changes. Concerns range from the 
RTO study process by the RTOs (the studies, restudies and the estimates for constructing interconnecting 
facilities). FERC’s proposed solution would give the GOs greater flexibility for constructing the interconnection 
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facilities for their units. Given this solution, additional concerns include adherence to standards and quality of 
workmanship and construction. Other issues such as cost capping and non-performance penalties have also 
been discussed. Very little PC interest in discussion or prioritizing this topic. 
 
 
6. Improvements in the efficiency of state and federal processes for siting and permitting electric 
infrastructure, and concerns about vegetation management in power line rights-of-way (ROWs):  This is a safety 
and reliability issue, primarily arising from increasing wildfire risk.  It also is a financial risk. 
 
Dale Burmester:  unfortunately, as the PC, we might be limited in our ability to address this one. 
 
John Moura, NERC:  should we be including more in our assessments on future projects, with an emphasis on 
permitting and siting issues? 
 
Noman Williams, RRO-SPP:  you can look at internal planning studies and you will find a lot of projects with 
aggressive timelines.  It’s hard to determine which projects are truly delayed and causing a reliability issue?  We 
need to prioritize those projects.  Perhaps we should only focus on delayed projects that actually lead to an 
event versus those that have mitigation available. 
 
Mark Simms, ISO/RTO:  because load is not growing, perhaps new transmission is not perceived to be a priority.  
 
Christine Ericson: States would want more clarity on ROW issue should this be identified as a priority item for the 
PC. 
 
7. Other issues: 
 
Phil Fedora, RRO-NPCC:  you need to focus on localized regulations that will carry-on. 
 
Jason McDowell:  there are three issues:  1. weak systems (wind/solar, DC, etc.):  as the systems are being built-
out, you might not have a strong grid around that area with a lot of localized wind and solar, perhaps with a DC 
line.  This can lead to miscoordination and challenging voltage profiles.  2. Sub-synchronism control interaction 
can pose control interaction issues, which could lead to tripping of generation if there’s no active control 
mitigation on the power electronic sources.  3.  Multiple power plant regulator interaction:  several wind or solar 
plants with regulators potentially fighting over the same bus (i.e., circulating VARS from one plant to the other, 
so there are no VARs left to address disturbances when the system is under distress). 
 
Jason offered to present on these issues on behalf of GE in the future. 
 
Mark Simms:  there is lacking direction with TPL on how to address or identify some serious events.  Some 
additional guidance on how to do this would be helpful.  Addressing the gas-electric issue is also of interest to 
PJM; identifying thresholds.  Finally, grid resilience is currently a focus in PJM.  If there is a serious event, 
examples, or advice on thresholds would be helpful. 
 
John Moura, NERC:  is there any concern of a rapid increase in load? 
 
Phil Fedora, NPCC:  the future may involve more customer interaction with loads; even micro grids.  The larger 
concern should actually be on the reduction in loads.  New technology impacts and extreme light loads could 
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create issues on the other end of the spectrum.  Disaster or restoration planning is also of concern.  UFLS, etc. 
will be impacted by the range of long-term planning assumptions.  The older studies don’t necessarily apply. 
 
Ryan Quint, NERC:  it’s important to understand how manufacturers of electronics give some consideration for 
the health of the system.  The electricity industry could help by getting involved. 
 
Suggested items for discussion at future meetings: 
1. Weak grid issues and modeling 
2.    Probabilistic transmission planning 
3.    Storage technologies; distribution and utility-scale 
4.   TPL implications 

 
Closing Remarks 
Closing Remarks 
David Weaver, PC Chair requested a volunteer for NERC group investigating inverter controls and disconnection 
issues.  The PC member would not need to actively participate, but be engaged enough to periodically inform the 
committee on the ongoing effort. 
 

Action:  Jeff Billo and Carl Turner are two potential candidates; they will confirm in the coming weeks. 
 
Carl Turner, Transmission Dependent Utility:  recommends providing a list of actions that deserve follow-up before 
the next meeting. 
 

Action:  Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary will provide a summary of actions with the announcement of the posting 
of the draft minutes. 
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Committee Business 
1. Essential Reliability Services: Distributed Energy Resources (DER) | Update – Brian Evans-Mongeon, ERSWG 

Co-Chair 
2:00 – 2:30pm 

Background/Objective: Presentation of the 2017 Work Scope, Timeline, and discussion on activities planned for the 
upcoming year. Outline direction of the DER-related activities for 2017. On February 9, 2017, the NERC Board accepted the 
2016 DER Report and approved the recommendations as identified in the Report. With the approval of this report, the PC is 
also presented with an updated ERSWG scope and a vote to disband the Distributed Energy Resources Task Force (DERTF). 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
ERSWG 

Action: Informational; approve 
updated ERSWG scope and 
approve disbandment of DERTF 

Background Materials: DER Report on Measures and 
the Sufficiency Guidelines; Updated ERSWG Scope* 

Meeting Notes:  
 
2. Reliability Guideline: Forced Oscillations | Approval to Post Draft for Comment – Ryan Quint, NERC 

2:30 – 2:45pm 
Background/Objective: The NERC SMS has developed a draft guideline on forced oscillations including fundamentals of 
oscillations, a framework for identifying, analyzing, and mitigating forced oscillations, and a number of examples of these 
oscillations from across North America. The presentation will review the technical content in the draft guideline. The SMS is 
seeking approval to post for 45-day comment period. A video of a forced oscillation in the Eastern Interconnection will also 
be shown. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): SMS  Action: Approval vote to post 

draft for 45-day review period 
Background Materials: Reliability Guideline: Forced 
Oscillation* 

Meeting Notes:  
 
3. Reliability Guideline: Developing Load Model Composition Data | Final Approval – Ryan Quint, NERC 

2:45 – 3:00pm 
Background/Objective: This Reliability Guideline (“guideline”) is intended to provide Transmission Planners (TPs) and 
Transmission Owners (TOs) with technical guidelines and reference material for developing reasonable and suitable load 
composition data for dynamic load models used in stability simulations. This guideline focuses primarily on the load 
composition aspect of dynamic load modeling, and also describes some aspects of dynamic load modeling such as motor 
performance, protection modeling, or performing sensitivity studies. It is meant to provide insights and examples of how to 
develop load model composition data from various data sources, classify that data, and convert that information into 
suitable load model parameter values. The draft guideline was posted for a 45-day industry comment period; no comments 
were submitted. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
SAMS, LMTF 

Action: Approval vote of final 
Reliability Guideline 

Background Materials: Reliability Guideline: 
Developing Load Model Composition 

Meeting Notes:  
 

BREAK 
3:00 – 3:15pm 

  

http://www.nerc.com/comm/Other/Pages/Essential-Reliability-Services-Task-Force-(ERSTF).aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/Other/essntlrlbltysrvcstskfrcDL/Distributed_Energy_Resources_Report.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/comm/Other/essntlrlbltysrvcstskfrcDL/Distributed_Energy_Resources_Report.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Synchronized-Measurement-Subcommittee-(SMS)-Scope.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/System-Analysis-and-Modeling-Subcommittee-(SAMS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Load%20Modeling%20Task%20Force%20(LMTF)/Load-Modeling-Task-Force.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/rg/ReliabilityGuidelines/Draft%20Reliability%20Guideline%20-%20Developing%20Load%20Model%20Composition%20Data.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/rg/ReliabilityGuidelines/Draft%20Reliability%20Guideline%20-%20Developing%20Load%20Model%20Composition%20Data.pdf
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4. SW Outage Report: Recommendation 16 – Data Change Management | Approval – Amir Najafzadeh, NERC 
3:15 – 3:30pm 

Background/Objective: Review of Data Change Management Processes for RTCA and Planning Models (Southwest Outage 
Recommendation 16). Recommendation 16 reads: “[Western Electricity Coordinating Council] WECC should ensure 
consistencies in model parameters between its planning model and its RTCA model and should review all model parameters 
on a consistent basis to make sure discrepancies do not occur”. MWG and the Regional staff in response to Planning 
Committee’s request drafted a report addressing areas such as; review of applicable NERC standards to data change 
management, and current Regional and registered entities practices. The report includes industry best practices, and 
identifies gaps in data change management processes along with recommended practices. The report was sent back to the 
PC for a 30-day comment period. Two comments were received and responded to. 
Related PC Subgroup(s):  
SAMS 

Action: Approval vote of final 
report 

Background Materials: Management Processes for 
RTCA and Planning Models* 

Meeting Notes:  
 

5. Reliability Assessment Subcommittee (RAS) | Update – Phil Fedora, RAS Chair 
3:30 – 3:45pm 

Background/Objective: 2017 LTRA data request and schedule; 2017 Summer Reliability Assessment data request; status and 
overview of the PAWG work plan; Reliability Assessment Guidebook status; and April RAS meeting preview. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): RAS Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 
Meeting Notes:  

 
6. Probabilistic Assessment Working Group (PAWG) | Update and Approval of 2016 Probabilistic Assessment 

Report – Noha Abdel-Karim, NERC 
3:45 – 4:00pm 

Background/Objective: The 2016 Probabilistic Report provides probabilistic reliability metrics, Loss of Load Hours (LOLH) 
and Expected Unserved Energy (EUE) for each assessment area and conveys a clear understanding of the reserve margin 
implications. The high level indices were included in the 2016 Long-Term Reliability Assessment and now the full 2016 ProbA 
report is being presenting to the PC for approval. Related activities of the recently established PAWG will also be discussed. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): RAS; 
PAWG 

Action: Informational; Approval 
vote of 2016 Probabilistic 
Assessment Report 

Background Materials: 2016 Probabilistic Assessment 
Report* 

Meeting Notes:  
 
7. Performance Analysis Subcommittee (PAS) | Propose Retirement of Reliability Metric 10 and Review Scope 

Updates – Paul Kure, PAS Chair 
4:00 – 4:30pm 

Background/Objective: Review metric 10 (transmission constraint metric) for retirement. Review scope updates. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): PAS Action: Approval vote for 

updated scopes 
Background Materials: PAS, GADSWG, TADSWG, and 
DADSWG Scopes; M-10 Transmission Constraints 
Description* 

Meeting Notes:  
 
8. North American Transmission Forum | Update – Ken Keels, NATF 

4:30 – 5:00pm 
Background/Objective: Report on modeling and planning activities underway at NATF, current and pending reference 
documents published for open distribution, and preview of June 2017 joint NATF-NERC Modeling Workshop. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): NATF Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 
Meeting Notes:  

http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Reliability-Assessment-Subcommittee-(RAS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Reliability-Assessment-Subcommittee-(RAS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Probabilistic-Assessment-Working-Group-(PAWG).aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Performance-Analysis-Subcommittee-(PAS)-2013.aspx
http://www.natf.net/
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Wednesday, March 8 

 
9. Power Plant Modeling & Verification Task Force (PPMVTF) | Update – Ryan Quint, NERC 

8:00 – 8:30pm 
Background/Objective: This presentation will provide an overview of recent PPMVTF activities and work underway to 
develop guidelines and/or Implementation Guidance related to the relevant NERC MOD standards. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
PPVMTF 

Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 

Meeting Notes:  
 
10. Geomagnetic Disturbance Task Force (GMDTF) | Update – Ken Donohoo, GMDTF Chair 

8:30 – 9:00am 
Background/Objective: This item will include the latest on the efforts of the task force in response to FERC Order 830.  The 
presentation will also include a timeline and consideration for PC involvement. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
GMDTF 

Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 

Meeting Notes:  
 

11. System Analysis and Modeling Subcommittee (SAMS) | Update – Michael Lombardi, SAMS Chair 
9:00 – 9:30am 

Background/Objective: Presentation on the latest efforts by SAMS, including the joint NATF/SAMS modeling workshop and 
the development and issuance of an approved model list. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
SAMS; MWG 

Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 

Meeting Notes:  
 
12. PCPMTF Technical Reference Document | Present Final Draft for Initial PC Review – Mohamed Osman, NERC 

9:30 – 10:00am 
Background/Objective: This technical reference document is intended to provide technical reference material for Plant-level 
Control and Protection Modeling. This document focuses on studying the effects of plant-level, turbine, and boiler control and 
protection systems on power system stability. The report outline the impacts they have on system stability during grid 
disturbances. Eventually lead to development of models and modeling practices sufficient to capture the critical control 
functions. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
SAMS, PCPMTF 

Action: Presentation of draft for 
first round of PC review 

Background Materials: Plant-level Control and 
Protection Modeling Task Force Report* 

Meeting Notes:  
 

BREAK 
10:00 – 10:15am 

  

http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Power-Plant-Modeling-and-Verification-Task-Force-.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Geomagnetic-Disturbance-Task-Force-(GMDTF)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/System-Analysis-and-Modeling-Subcommittee-(SAMS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Model-Working-Group-(MWG)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/System-Analysis-and-Modeling-Subcommittee-(SAMS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Load%20Modeling%20Task%20Force%20(LMTF)/Load-Modeling-Task-Force.aspx
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13. Emerging Issues – Planning Committee Perspectives | – Committee Members 
10:15 – 11:45am 

Background/Objective: Committee Members are asked to present on the latest reliability initiatives for 2017 and beyond. 
Identified issues include: 
1. Discussion of the Trump Administration’s promised changes in U.S. Energy Policy to ease access to domestic energy 

resources and reduce EPA regulations on the energy industry: 
Is it likely that the fuel mix for generators will be affected in the near-term or the long term? 
If so, what changes in sensitivity studies should the NERC Regions now consider in their resource planning? Retirement 
of coal fleet; retirement of older gas units; momentum of new Renewables (solar, wind); momentum of new nuclear;    
momentum of new gas; momentum of new coal; state and provincial RPS. 

2. Accelerated Nuclear Retirements: This is called for by the RISC Near-Term Recommendation for Mitigating the Resource 
Adequacy and Performance Risk Number 4. This is an issue that now is being faced in a number of regions. Although the 
risk of early retirement of nuclear plants for economic reasons is not the same in all regions, a number of regions are 
facing this as a potential issue now. Last year saw announcements of plant retirements in California, Illinois, Michigan, 
Massachusetts, New York, and Nebraska, and although state legislation has resulted in some of those decisions being 
reversed, plants in other states face the same pressures. It is important that NERC get ahead of this issue and perform 
an assessment to determine the impact of nuclear plants retiring in the near future, including what effect that will have 
on generation adequacy, essential reliability services, compliance with environmental rules and fuel diversity. The 
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) could assist NERC in providing information. 

3. Capacity Value for Generation with Non-firm Fuel: This is called for by the RISC Near-Term Recommendation for 
Mitigating the Resource Adequacy and Performance Risk Number 7. An assessment would be important for those 
entities that engage in planning for resource adequacy to understand the risks of fuel availability due to a common 
mode event. While there may be several strategies for reliability entities and generation operators to deal with non-firm 
fuel (both supply and transportation), including dual fuel capabilities and penalties for non-performance, an assessment 
as to whether such strategies (and others) are effective in maintaining levels of adequacy work. For example, there may 
be limits to secondary fuel supplies both as to the amount of supply and environmental limitations on run hours. 
Reliance on non-firm fuel may expose many generators to the same event possibly overstating the level of adequacy 
shown in the planning analysis. NERC is performing another assessment related to natural gas this year (Single Point of 
Disruption), however with the increasing amount of gas generation, an assessment on this subject is called for in the 
near term. Planning entities and policy makers could benefit by a neutral reliability assessment by NERC. 

4. Future of work on DERs: With various FERC market initiatives, the RTOs/ISOs may end up with different data, metering 
and interconnection requirements. NERC guidelines might be helpful. 

5. FERC Docket RM-17-8, Proposed Reforms for Large Generator Interconnection: FERC has been collecting input from 
GOs, TOs, RTOs, and others concerning issues associated with the generator interconnection process. FERC held an open 
panel discussion to collect input on May 13th of last year. Following that, FERC requested additional input from 
interested parties before issuing their proposed rule changes. Concerns range from the RTO study process by the RTOs 
(the studies, restudies and the estimates for constructing interconnecting facilities). FERC’s proposed solution would 
give the GOs greater flexibility for constructing the interconnection facilities for their units. Given this solution, 
additional concerns include adherence to standards and quality of workmanship and construction. Other issues such as 
cost capping and non-performance penalties have also been discussed. 

6. Improvements in the efficiency of state and federal processes for siting and permitting electric infrastructure, and 
concerns about vegetation management in power line rights-of-way (ROWs): This is a safety and reliability issue, 
primarily arising from increasing wildfire risk. It also is a financial risk. 

 
Proposed discussion at future meetings: 
1. Weak grid issues and modeling 
2. Probabilistic transmission planning 
Related PC Subgroup(s): Action: Open discussion Background Materials: N/A 
Meeting Notes:  
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Closing Remarks 
1. Closing Remarks – David Weaver, PC Chair 

11:45am – 12:00pm 
 
*Background materials included in agenda package. 
** Background materials will be provided in the agenda package prior to the meeting. 
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Planning Committee Meeting 
Agenda 

**Joint Session – OC/PC: March 7, 2017 | 10:00am – 12:00pm (EST) ** 
March 7, 2017 | 1:00 – 5:00pm (EST) 
March 8, 2017 | 8:00am – 12:00pm (EST) 

Ritz-Carlton Buckhead 
3434 Peachtree Road 
Atlanta, GA 30326 
(404) 237-2700 

Tuesday, March 7 

Administrative Items and Committee Updates 

1. Administrative
1:00 – 1:15pm

a. Introductions and Chair’s Opening Remarks – David Weaver, PC Chair

b. Arrangements and Safety Briefing – Ritz-Carlton Buckhead Staff

c. NERC Antitrust Compliance Guidelines and Public Announcement – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary

d. Announcement of Quorum – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary

e. Consent Agenda – David Weaver, PC Chair

i. December 13-14, 2016 Draft Meeting Minutes

ii. March 7-8, 2017 Meeting Agenda

2. Committee Updates
1:15 – 2:00pm

a. February NERC Board of Trustees Meeting Update* – Brian Evans-Mongeon, PC Vice Chair

b. February SCCG Meeting Update – John Moura, NERC Staff

c. Review 2017-Q1 PC Work Plan – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary

d. Future Meetings – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary

i. June 6-7, 2017 | San Diego, CA

e. Committee Subgroup Leadership Changes – David Weaver, PC Chair

i. Transmission Availability Data System Working Group (TADSWG)

ii. Probabilistic Assessment Working Group (PAWG)

iii. Methods for Establishing IROLs Task Force (MEITF)

f. Election Process and Request for Nominations – Elliott Nethercutt, PC Secretary
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Committee Business 
1. Essential Reliability Services: Distributed Energy Resources (DER) | Update – Brian Evans-Mongeon, ERSWG 

Co-Chair 
2:00 – 2:30pm 

Background/Objective: Presentation of the 2017 Work Scope, Timeline, and discussion on activities planned for the 
upcoming year. Outline direction of the DER-related activities for 2017. On February 9, 2017, the NERC Board accepted the 
2016 DER Report and approved the recommendations as identified in the Report. With the approval of this report, the PC is 
also presented with an updated ERSWG scope and a vote to disband the Distributed Energy Resources Task Force (DERTF). 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
ERSWG 

Action: Informational; approve 
updated ERSWG scope and 
approve disbandment of DERTF 

Background Materials: DER Report on Measures and 
the Sufficiency Guidelines; Updated ERSWG Scope* 

Meeting Notes:  
 
2. Reliability Guideline: Forced Oscillations | Approval to Post Draft for Comment – Ryan Quint, NERC 

2:30 – 2:45pm 
Background/Objective: The NERC SMS has developed a draft guideline on forced oscillations including fundamentals of 
oscillations, a framework for identifying, analyzing, and mitigating forced oscillations, and a number of examples of these 
oscillations from across North America. The presentation will review the technical content in the draft guideline. The SMS is 
seeking approval to post for 45-day comment period. A video of a forced oscillation in the Eastern Interconnection will also 
be shown. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): SMS  Action: Approval vote to post 

draft for 45-day review period 
Background Materials: Reliability Guideline: Forced 
Oscillation* 

Meeting Notes:  
 
3. Reliability Guideline: Developing Load Model Composition Data | Final Approval – Ryan Quint, NERC 

2:45 – 3:00pm 
Background/Objective: This Reliability Guideline (“guideline”) is intended to provide Transmission Planners (TPs) and 
Transmission Owners (TOs) with technical guidelines and reference material for developing reasonable and suitable load 
composition data for dynamic load models used in stability simulations. This guideline focuses primarily on the load 
composition aspect of dynamic load modeling, and also describes some aspects of dynamic load modeling such as motor 
performance, protection modeling, or performing sensitivity studies. It is meant to provide insights and examples of how to 
develop load model composition data from various data sources, classify that data, and convert that information into 
suitable load model parameter values. The draft guideline was posted for a 45-day industry comment period; no comments 
were submitted. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
SAMS, LMTF 

Action: Approval vote of final 
Reliability Guideline 

Background Materials: Reliability Guideline: 
Developing Load Model Composition 

Meeting Notes:  
 

BREAK 
3:00 – 3:15pm 

  

http://www.nerc.com/comm/Other/Pages/Essential-Reliability-Services-Task-Force-(ERSTF).aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/Other/essntlrlbltysrvcstskfrcDL/Distributed_Energy_Resources_Report.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/comm/Other/essntlrlbltysrvcstskfrcDL/Distributed_Energy_Resources_Report.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Synchronized-Measurement-Subcommittee-(SMS)-Scope.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/System-Analysis-and-Modeling-Subcommittee-(SAMS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Load%20Modeling%20Task%20Force%20(LMTF)/Load-Modeling-Task-Force.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/rg/ReliabilityGuidelines/Draft%20Reliability%20Guideline%20-%20Developing%20Load%20Model%20Composition%20Data.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/rg/ReliabilityGuidelines/Draft%20Reliability%20Guideline%20-%20Developing%20Load%20Model%20Composition%20Data.pdf
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4. SW Outage Report: Recommendation 16 – Data Change Management | Approval – Amir Najafzadeh, NERC 
3:15 – 3:30pm 

Background/Objective: Review of Data Change Management Processes for RTCA and Planning Models (Southwest Outage 
Recommendation 16). Recommendation 16 reads: “[Western Electricity Coordinating Council] WECC should ensure 
consistencies in model parameters between its planning model and its RTCA model and should review all model parameters 
on a consistent basis to make sure discrepancies do not occur”. MWG and the Regional staff in response to Planning 
Committee’s request drafted a report addressing areas such as; review of applicable NERC standards to data change 
management, and current Regional and registered entities practices. The report includes industry best practices, and 
identifies gaps in data change management processes along with recommended practices. The report was sent back to the 
PC for a 30-day comment period. Two comments were received and responded to. 
Related PC Subgroup(s):  
SAMS 

Action: Approval vote of final 
report 

Background Materials: Management Processes for 
RTCA and Planning Models* 

Meeting Notes:  
 

5. Reliability Assessment Subcommittee (RAS) | Update – Phil Fedora, RAS Chair 
3:30 – 3:45pm 

Background/Objective: 2017 LTRA data request and schedule; 2017 Summer Reliability Assessment data request; status and 
overview of the PAWG work plan; Reliability Assessment Guidebook status; and April RAS meeting preview. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): RAS Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 
Meeting Notes:  

 
6. Probabilistic Assessment Working Group (PAWG) | Update and Approval of 2016 Probabilistic Assessment 

Report – Noha Abdel-Karim, NERC 
3:45 – 4:00pm 

Background/Objective: The 2016 Probabilistic Report provides probabilistic reliability metrics, Loss of Load Hours (LOLH) 
and Expected Unserved Energy (EUE) for each assessment area and conveys a clear understanding of the reserve margin 
implications. The high level indices were included in the 2016 Long-Term Reliability Assessment and now the full 2016 ProbA 
report is being presenting to the PC for approval. Related activities of the recently established PAWG will also be discussed. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): RAS; 
PAWG 

Action: Informational; Approval 
vote of 2016 Probabilistic 
Assessment Report 

Background Materials: 2016 Probabilistic Assessment 
Report* 

Meeting Notes:  
 
7. Performance Analysis Subcommittee (PAS) | Propose Retirement of Reliability Metric 10 and Review Scope 

Updates – Paul Kure, PAS Chair 
4:00 – 4:30pm 

Background/Objective: Review metric 10 (transmission constraint metric) for retirement. Review scope updates. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): PAS Action: Approval vote for 

updated scopes 
Background Materials: PAS, GADSWG, TADSWG, and 
DADSWG Scopes; M-10 Transmission Constraints 
Description* 

Meeting Notes:  
 
8. North American Transmission Forum | Update – Ken Keels, NATF 

4:30 – 5:00pm 
Background/Objective: Report on modeling and planning activities underway at NATF, current and pending reference 
documents published for open distribution, and preview of June 2017 joint NATF-NERC Modeling Workshop. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): NATF Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 
Meeting Notes:  

http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Reliability-Assessment-Subcommittee-(RAS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Reliability-Assessment-Subcommittee-(RAS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Probabilistic-Assessment-Working-Group-(PAWG).aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Performance-Analysis-Subcommittee-(PAS)-2013.aspx
http://www.natf.net/
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Wednesday, March 8 

 
9. Power Plant Modeling & Verification Task Force (PPMVTF) | Update – Ryan Quint, NERC 

8:00 – 8:30pm 
Background/Objective: This presentation will provide an overview of recent PPMVTF activities and work underway to 
develop guidelines and/or Implementation Guidance related to the relevant NERC MOD standards. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
PPVMTF 

Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 

Meeting Notes:  
 
10. Geomagnetic Disturbance Task Force (GMDTF) | Update – Ken Donohoo, GMDTF Chair 

8:30 – 9:00am 
Background/Objective: This item will include the latest on the efforts of the task force in response to FERC Order 830.  The 
presentation will also include a timeline and consideration for PC involvement. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
GMDTF 

Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 

Meeting Notes:  
 

11. System Analysis and Modeling Subcommittee (SAMS) | Update – Michael Lombardi, SAMS Chair 
9:00 – 9:30am 

Background/Objective: Presentation on the latest efforts by SAMS, including the joint NATF/SAMS modeling workshop and 
the development and issuance of an approved model list. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
SAMS; MWG 

Action: Informational Background Materials: N/A 

Meeting Notes:  
 
12. PCPMTF Technical Reference Document | Present Final Draft for Initial PC Review – Mohamed Osman, NERC 

9:30 – 10:00am 
Background/Objective: This technical reference document is intended to provide technical reference material for Plant-level 
Control and Protection Modeling. This document focuses on studying the effects of plant-level, turbine, and boiler control and 
protection systems on power system stability. The report outline the impacts they have on system stability during grid 
disturbances. Eventually lead to development of models and modeling practices sufficient to capture the critical control 
functions. 
Related PC Subgroup(s): 
SAMS, PCPMTF 

Action: Presentation of draft for 
first round of PC review 

Background Materials: Plant-level Control and 
Protection Modeling Task Force Report* 

Meeting Notes:  
 

BREAK 
10:00 – 10:15am 

  

http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Power-Plant-Modeling-and-Verification-Task-Force-.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Geomagnetic-Disturbance-Task-Force-(GMDTF)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/System-Analysis-and-Modeling-Subcommittee-(SAMS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Model-Working-Group-(MWG)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/System-Analysis-and-Modeling-Subcommittee-(SAMS)-2013.aspx
http://www.nerc.com/comm/PC/Pages/Load%20Modeling%20Task%20Force%20(LMTF)/Load-Modeling-Task-Force.aspx
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13. Emerging Issues – Planning Committee Perspectives | – Committee Members 
10:15 – 11:45am 

Background/Objective: Committee Members are asked to present on the latest reliability initiatives for 2017 and beyond. 
Identified issues include: 
1. Discussion of the Trump Administration’s promised changes in U.S. Energy Policy to ease access to domestic energy 

resources and reduce EPA regulations on the energy industry: 
Is it likely that the fuel mix for generators will be affected in the near-term or the long term? 
If so, what changes in sensitivity studies should the NERC Regions now consider in their resource planning? Retirement 
of coal fleet; retirement of older gas units; momentum of new Renewables (solar, wind); momentum of new nuclear;    
momentum of new gas; momentum of new coal; state and provincial RPS. 

2. Accelerated Nuclear Retirements: This is called for by the RISC Near-Term Recommendation for Mitigating the Resource 
Adequacy and Performance Risk Number 4. This is an issue that now is being faced in a number of regions. Although the 
risk of early retirement of nuclear plants for economic reasons is not the same in all regions, a number of regions are 
facing this as a potential issue now. Last year saw announcements of plant retirements in California, Illinois, Michigan, 
Massachusetts, New York, and Nebraska, and although state legislation has resulted in some of those decisions being 
reversed, plants in other states face the same pressures. It is important that NERC get ahead of this issue and perform 
an assessment to determine the impact of nuclear plants retiring in the near future, including what effect that will have 
on generation adequacy, essential reliability services, compliance with environmental rules and fuel diversity. The 
Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) could assist NERC in providing information. 

3. Capacity Value for Generation with Non-firm Fuel: This is called for by the RISC Near-Term Recommendation for 
Mitigating the Resource Adequacy and Performance Risk Number 7. An assessment would be important for those 
entities that engage in planning for resource adequacy to understand the risks of fuel availability due to a common 
mode event. While there may be several strategies for reliability entities and generation operators to deal with non-firm 
fuel (both supply and transportation), including dual fuel capabilities and penalties for non-performance, an assessment 
as to whether such strategies (and others) are effective in maintaining levels of adequacy work. For example, there may 
be limits to secondary fuel supplies both as to the amount of supply and environmental limitations on run hours. 
Reliance on non-firm fuel may expose many generators to the same event possibly overstating the level of adequacy 
shown in the planning analysis. NERC is performing another assessment related to natural gas this year (Single Point of 
Disruption), however with the increasing amount of gas generation, an assessment on this subject is called for in the 
near term. Planning entities and policy makers could benefit by a neutral reliability assessment by NERC. 

4. Future of work on DERs: With various FERC market initiatives, the RTOs/ISOs may end up with different data, metering 
and interconnection requirements. NERC guidelines might be helpful. 

5. FERC Docket RM-17-8, Proposed Reforms for Large Generator Interconnection: FERC has been collecting input from 
GOs, TOs, RTOs, and others concerning issues associated with the generator interconnection process. FERC held an open 
panel discussion to collect input on May 13th of last year. Following that, FERC requested additional input from 
interested parties before issuing their proposed rule changes. Concerns range from the RTO study process by the RTOs 
(the studies, restudies and the estimates for constructing interconnecting facilities). FERC’s proposed solution would 
give the GOs greater flexibility for constructing the interconnection facilities for their units. Given this solution, 
additional concerns include adherence to standards and quality of workmanship and construction. Other issues such as 
cost capping and non-performance penalties have also been discussed. 

6. Improvements in the efficiency of state and federal processes for siting and permitting electric infrastructure, and 
concerns about vegetation management in power line rights-of-way (ROWs): This is a safety and reliability issue, 
primarily arising from increasing wildfire risk. It also is a financial risk. 

 
Proposed discussion at future meetings: 
1. Weak grid issues and modeling 
2. Probabilistic transmission planning 
Related PC Subgroup(s): Action: Open discussion Background Materials: N/A 
Meeting Notes:  
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Closing Remarks 
1. Closing Remarks – David Weaver, PC Chair 

11:45am – 12:00pm 
 
*Background materials included in agenda package. 
** Background materials will be provided in the agenda package prior to the meeting. 
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Antitrust Compliance Guidelines







I. General

It is NERC’s policy and practice to obey the antitrust laws and to avoid all conduct that unreasonably restrains competition. This policy requires the avoidance of any conduct that violates, or that might appear to violate, the antitrust laws. Among other things, the antitrust laws forbid any agreement between or among competitors regarding prices, availability of service, product design, terms of sale, division of markets, allocation of customers or any other activity that unreasonably restrains competition.



It is the responsibility of every NERC participant and employee who may in any way affect NERC’s compliance with the antitrust laws to carry out this commitment.



Antitrust laws are complex and subject to court interpretation that can vary over time and from one court to another. The purpose of these guidelines is to alert NERC participants and employees to potential antitrust problems and to set forth policies to be followed with respect to activities that may involve antitrust considerations. In some instances, the NERC policy contained in these guidelines is stricter than the applicable antitrust laws. Any NERC participant or employee who is uncertain about the legal ramifications of a particular course of conduct or who has doubts or concerns about whether NERC’s antitrust compliance policy is implicated in any situation should consult NERC’s General Counsel immediately.



II. Prohibited Activities

Participants in NERC activities (including those of its committees and subgroups) should refrain from the following when acting in their capacity as participants in NERC activities (e.g., at NERC meetings, conference calls and in informal discussions):

· Discussions involving pricing information, especially margin (profit) and internal cost information and participants’ expectations as to their future prices or internal costs.

· Discussions of a participant’s marketing strategies.

· Discussions regarding how customers and geographical areas are to be divided among competitors.

· Discussions concerning the exclusion of competitors from markets.

· Discussions concerning boycotting or group refusals to deal with competitors, vendors or suppliers.

· Any other matters that do not clearly fall within these guidelines should be reviewed with NERC’s General Counsel before being discussed.



III. Activities That Are Permitted

From time to time decisions or actions of NERC (including those of its committees and subgroups) may have a negative impact on particular entities and thus in that sense adversely impact competition. Decisions and actions by NERC (including its committees and subgroups) should only be undertaken for the purpose of promoting and maintaining the reliability and adequacy of the bulk power system. If you do not have a legitimate purpose consistent with this objective for discussing a matter, please refrain from discussing the matter during NERC meetings and in other NERC-related communications.



You should also ensure that NERC procedures, including those set forth in NERC’s Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws, and Rules of Procedure are followed in conducting NERC business. 



In addition, all discussions in NERC meetings and other NERC-related communications should be within the scope of the mandate for or assignment to the particular NERC committee or subgroup, as well as within the scope of the published agenda for the meeting.



No decisions should be made nor any actions taken in NERC activities for the purpose of giving an industry participant or group of participants a competitive advantage over other participants. In particular, decisions with respect to setting, revising, or assessing compliance with NERC reliability standards should not be influenced by anti-competitive motivations.



Subject to the foregoing restrictions, participants in NERC activities may discuss:

· Reliability matters relating to the bulk power system, including operation and planning matters such as establishing or revising reliability standards, special operating procedures, operating transfer capabilities, and plans for new facilities.

· Matters relating to the impact of reliability standards for the bulk power system on electricity markets, and the impact of electricity market operations on the reliability of the bulk power system.

· Proposed filings or other communications with state or federal regulatory authorities or other governmental entities.



Matters relating to the internal governance, management and operation of NERC, such as nominations for vacant committee positions, budgeting and assessments, and employment matters; and procedural matters such as planning and scheduling meetings.
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Antitrust Compliance Guidelines







I. General
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You should also ensure that NERC procedures, including those set forth in NERC’s Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws, and Rules of Procedure are followed in conducting NERC business. 



In addition, all discussions in NERC meetings and other NERC-related communications should be within the scope of the mandate for or assignment to the particular NERC committee or subgroup, as well as within the scope of the published agenda for the meeting.



No decisions should be made nor any actions taken in NERC activities for the purpose of giving an industry participant or group of participants a competitive advantage over other participants. In particular, decisions with respect to setting, revising, or assessing compliance with NERC reliability standards should not be influenced by anti-competitive motivations.



Subject to the foregoing restrictions, participants in NERC activities may discuss:

· Reliability matters relating to the bulk power system, including operation and planning matters such as establishing or revising reliability standards, special operating procedures, operating transfer capabilities, and plans for new facilities.

· Matters relating to the impact of reliability standards for the bulk power system on electricity markets, and the impact of electricity market operations on the reliability of the bulk power system.

· Proposed filings or other communications with state or federal regulatory authorities or other governmental entities.



Matters relating to the internal governance, management and operation of NERC, such as nominations for vacant committee positions, budgeting and assessments, and employment matters; and procedural matters such as planning and scheduling meetings.
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